## CRITERIA

### 1. Understanding the Dilemma
   a. Are the key issues and concerns clearly identified?
   **POINT ALLOTED:** 10

### 2. Violations to the Code of Ethics & Standards of Professional Conduct
   a. Is there a clear outline of the violations to the Code and Standards?
   **POINT AWARDED:** 40
   b. Has the team demonstrated appropriate depth and breadth of analysis of the violations?
   c. Has the team included non-violations as violations? *(Minus 2.5 point for each mis-step)*

### 3. Team Involvement / Dynamics
   a. Team involvement in presentations; and Question and Answer session
   **POINT AWARDED:** 10
   b. Are the presenters confident and convincing?

### 4. Materials
   a. Quality of slides
   **POINT AWARDED:** 10

### 5. Questions & Answers
   a. Ability to answer questions effectively
   **POINT AWARDED:** 30
   b. Are actions to resolve issues pragmatic and effective?

### TOTAL
**POINT AWARDED:** 100

---

**Judge’s Name:**

**Date:**